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1 KRISHNA
S.DIXIT

26/07/2022 Accepting submission of learned Senior Advocates appearing for the petitioner on the point of need for
secrecy, the office objections are overruled. Further, the sealed cover containing certain documents which
petitioner claims to have refereed to in its pleadings, is taken on file. The Registrar Judicial is requested to
keep the envelope containing the said documents in safe custody of court. Another sealed cover containing
the same documents (exact contents not known) is handed by the learned counsel for the petitioner to the
learned Sr. Panel Counsel appearing for the respondents. Call this matter on 25.08.2022, as requested by the
learned Senior Advocates Shri Mukul Rohatgi and Shri Ashok Harnahalli appearing for the petitioner.

2 KRISHNA
S.DIXIT

25/08/2022 Learned Solicitor General of India, appearing for the respondents seeks a period of three days for filing the
Statement of Objections. Time as sought for is granted. It is open to the petitioner to file his Reply to the
Statement of Objections, if it so chooses, within next one week. Call this matter on 08.09.2022.

3 KRISHNA
S.DIXIT

17/10/2022 ORDER Both the sides graciously & rightly submit that the court can open the envelope and look into the
contents thereof. Accordingly, it is done. They also submit that the same may be put in the envelope again.
Ordered accordingly. ORDER ON IMPLEADING APPLICATION I.A.No. 1/2022 The applicant seeks his
impleadment as one of the respondents to the writ petition contending that his pleadings in his case being
fought before the Hon’ble Delhi High Court against the petitioner herein are extensively used in the case at
hands and that any observation that may be made in this matter may prejudice his interest. Having heard the
learned Sr. Advocate Mr. Aditya Sondhi appearing for the applicant and the advocates appearing for the
other side, and having perused the petition papers, this Court declines permission for impleadment on the
following grounds: (i) The writ petition at hands is essentially between the petitioner and the respondents; it
is founded on a cause of action much different from the one on the basis of which the applicant has been
fighting a legal battle inter alia against the petitioner herein, before the Hon’ble Delhi High Court. It is
ununderstandable as to how he can seek impleadment in a proceeding which is miles away from those taken
up by him, both in terms of law & fact matrix. (ii) It is ordinarily the prerogative of the dominus litis to choose
who his opponents in the case be and that the applicant does not fit into any recognized exceptions to this
general rule. Merely because the pleadings in his case before the Delhi High Court are being made use of in
the petition at hands, that does not justify the impleadment of the applicant. There is no congruity between
applicant’s case at Delhi and the present writ petition of the Twitter. (iii) Applicant does not answer the
description of a proper party and much less a necessary party in the light of decision of the Apex Court in
RAZIA BEGUM vs. SAHEBZADI ANWAR BEGUM, AIR 1958 SC 886. The vehement contention of Mr. Sondhi
that the proceedings here may cast their shadow on the proceedings in Delhi High Court and prejudice the
interest of his client, is too farfetched an argument. A writ petition is not a proceeding in rem and what is
going to be ordered therein is obviously inter parte. Therefore applicant is not justified in having an
apprehension of the kind. (iv) The contention that the applicant should be permitted to participate in the
proceedings as an intervener also is difficult to countenance. No case is made out for permitting his
participation, in the light of the extant norms that govern request of the kind. An impleadment cannot be
allowed merely because it does not prejudice the case of none. In the above circumstances, this application
being devoid of merits is liable to be rejected and accordingly it is. Call this matter on 27.10.2022 for further
hearing.

4 KRISHNA
S.DIXIT

27/10/2022 List this matter on 16.11.2022 for further hearing.

5 KRISHNA
S.DIXIT

12/12/2022 Call this matter on 09.01.2023 for further hearing.


